


































































                                                             5) loid.,p.126, fig.42w.
                                                             6) loid., p.127, fig.43w.
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Europe. The deep, shadowy background and the figure of the IO) McCorquodale, cit., under no.1.251. Regarding the fragmented altar-
Madonna draped in vivid blue robes is set off by the mystical light piece, see Baldassari, op. cit., pp.130-132, no.103.
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grieving Madonna, an image of the Virgin Mary as a single figure, p.164 of the same book reproduces the first page of Arai Hakuseki's
grieving for the tragic fate of her son Jesus Christ. As Charles autograph manuscript copy of the IVagasaki chushin romqt'in no koto
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theversionpainted by theVenetian masterforEmperorCarl V, nOW identical with the TNM work. The author would ]ike to express his
in the Prado, Madrid, but an even closer type can be found in the gratitude to Professor Mitsuru Sakamoto for his information on this
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Francesca Baldassari has listed the works in the following locations
in her recent catalogue raisonn6 on Dolci: Cleveland Museum of
Art (on loan),2) the Museum of Fine Arts, Budapest,3) Hermitage
Museum, St. Petersburg,4) the Corsini Gallery, Florence,5) and the
Borghese Gallery, Rome.6) Further, she notes the close formal re-
semblance of the Virgin Annunciate (Mus6e du Louvre, Paris) to
the Mater Dolorosa composition.7) Compositionally, the Cleveland
work is almost identical to the NMWA work (albeit, the Cleveland
work is presented in a rectangular format), while the others all
represent a more close-up view. Baldassari considers that the
NMWA painting is the authentic version, while classifYing the other
versions, which were previously given autograph stature, in the
category of copies based on Dolci.
   Baldassari suggests a date of ca. 1655 for the NMWA work. The
clasped hands seen in this painting are extremely close to the same
motif in a black chalk drawing now in the British Museum which
bears a date of 1653.8} The bondon drawing seems to have origi-
nally been drawn as a preparatory study for the ST. thancis at
Devotion (Ttafalgar Galleries, London),9) and then it was also used
in the execution of the NMWA and Cleveland versions and the
Louvre V7rgin Annunciate. Further, McCorquodale has indicated
the close resemblance between the Virgin Mary's features in various
Mater Dolorosa versions and those in the Madonna Giving St.
Dominicls ETtigy to the Dominican Fitars altarpiece painted by
Dolci in 1656 for the Del Nobolo Chape], Sant'Andrea a Cennano,
Montevarchi (cut into panels ca. 1957-60, only fragments known at
present).iO} In view of these comparisons, the suggested date in the
mid-1650s for the NMWA Mater Dolorosa seems fully founded.
   Another version of this Madonna image exists in Japan: the so-
called Madonna of the 7;humb now in the lbkyo National Museum
(fig. 2). This historically important work is plausibly thought to have
been one of the possessions of the Italian missionary Giovanni
Battista Sidotti (1668-1714) who arrived in Japan, on Yakushima
island in 1708, during the Edo shogunate's strict abolishment of
Christianity.ii) The name of the TNM work derives from the fact
that only the Madonna's thumb can be seen peeping from amidst
her robes. The TNM version has been previously compared to the
version in the Borghese Gallery, but closer comparison can be
made with the version in the Corsini Gallery. In terms of the quality
of execution, the TNM version should be regarded as a studio copy
rather than an autograph work by Dolci. (Michiaki Koshikawa)
Notes
1) See C. McCorquodale, in ll Seicento fiorentino. Arte a F7renze (ia
  R?rdinando Ia CbsimoM(exh.cat.), F}orence, 1986, 1, p.446, no.1.251.
  Regarding the Titian MdterDolorosa, see H.E. Wethey, 7;he Paintings of
   77tian, L 77ie Religious Raintings, London, 1969, no.76 (Prado version),
  no.78 (feniers type), pl.129 (engraving by Bertelli).
2) 75×62cm. Baldassari 1995, cited in "Bibliography" above, p.126,
  fig.37w.
3) 47.5×37.5cm. Ibid., p.126, fig.38w.
4) 55×43cm.Ibid,p.126,fig.39w.
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